The chemical inertness, high melting point, and intrinsic lubricity of polytetrafluoroethylene ͑PTFE͒ have been used to develop solid lubricating parts for operation in extreme environments, from frying pans to satellites. The atomic-level mechanisms associated with friction and wear at PTFE surfaces are elucidated here by systematic investigations of the frictional anisotropy measured with respect to chain orientation. In particular, a combination of atomic-scale simulations, nanometer-scale atomic force microscopy experiments, micrometer-scale microtribometers experiments, and macroscale pin-on-disk experiments are used. Data across these length scales, from both the computational and experimental approaches, provide a consistent view of the mechanisms by which the structural orientation of PTFE contributes to its unique tribological properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable effort has been spent over the last two decades to explain the atomic-level origins of friction. [1] [2] [3] [4] This effort has revealed situations where anisotropy in sliding friction was observed or predicted as a function of atomic and molecular orientation. Computational approaches have provided powerful insights into tribological processes. Of particular relevance here, a number of studies using molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations have investigated the way in which inherent structural anisotropy of polymeric systems can lead to corresponding anisotropies in the tribological behavior, or, conversely, the way in which tribology can induce anisotropy in polymeric systems. In one such study, Harrison and co-workers 3 predicted low friction coefficients for selfassembled, n-alkane chains when sliding occurs in the direction of chain tilt; by contrast when sliding occurs in the direction opposing chain tilt, they predicted that friction forces would be high until the chains rearrange and tilt in the direction of sliding. This is consistent with the findings of Liley et al. 5 who showed that small molecular tilts in lipid monolayers could lead to strong friction anisotropy that minimized friction in the direction of tilt. In a second study, Landman et al. 6 used MD simulations to examine the sliding of two gold surfaces with linear hydrocarbon chain molecules trapped between them. The forces generated by the sliding caused the hydrocarbon molecules to align and form layers. A third related MD study has predicted significant changes in the frictional properties of carbon nanotubes that are aligned in the horizontal and vertical directions, with the horizontal nanotubes having a substantially lower friction coefficient because of their ability to compress in response to applied loads. 7 These predictions are in excellent agreement with experimental results for aligned nanotube films. 8 In addition to these MD studies, it has been shown experimentally by Carpick et al. 9 that frictional forces are maximized in polydiacetylene monolayers when sliding occurs in a direction perpendicular to that of the oriented polymer backbones; in contrast, frictional forces are minimized when the sliding occurred in a direction parallel to the oriented backbones. This anisotropic behavior was attributed to inherent anisotropy in the film stiffness. Although there is considerable evidence in the literature that molecular-scale interactions may dominate the observed macroscale friction response of polytetrafluoroethylene ͑PTFE͒ tribosystems, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] there have been no molecular-scale investigations of PTFE to substantiate this hypothesis. In studies of friction for various thermoplastics, Pooley and Tabor concluded that the smooth molecular profile of PTFE is responsible for its low friction coefficients 11 ; further, results from McLaren and Tabor suggest that adhesion processes were dominated by molecular-scale interactions rather than by asperity-scale interactions. 17 Discussions on the intrinsic lubricity of PTFE have proposed that the disruption of van der Waals interactions between adjacent PTFE molecules are responsible for the friction forces.
In the work described in this article, self-mated PTFE crystals are studied because, as Makinson and Tabor discovered, 10 thin films of PTFE readily transfer to mating counterfaces, thus producing self-mated tribological contacts. It has been observed that these transfer films are oriented in the direction of sliding, but the extent of this orientation and its impact on the PTFE tribosystem have been neither studied at a fundamental level nor examined with molecular dynamics techniques. Recently, Breiby et al. 19 quantitatively studied the orientation of PTFE transfer films using grazing incidence x-ray diffraction, and found that the near surface region of the PTFE sample was aligned by the sliding action with a full-width half-maximum ͑FWHM͒ angular spread of ϳ15°. The alignment of the thin transfer film however, was found to be substantially greater with a FWHM angular spread of only ϳ0.23°. It was proposed that this high degree of molecular alignment within the sliding plane results in low friction by providing high stiffness normal to the sliding interface and low resistance to sliding along the molecular backbone, but to date, the molecularscale confirmation of this behavior is lacking.
In this article, the atomic-level mechanisms associated with tribology at PTFE surfaces are characterized as a function of the sliding direction relative to the chain orientation. Figure 1 illustrates two PTFE crystals of the same parallel chain orientation. We consider two different sliding scenarios: sliding along a direction transverse to the chain axis is defined as perpendicular sliding, whereas sliding along the chain axis is defined as parallel sliding. The sliding process is modeled with classical atomic-scale MD simulations and examined experimentally with a reciprocating pin-on-flat tribometer, a microtribometer, and an atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒. The data from these computational and experimental approaches, spanning length scales from nanometers to centimeters, and time scales from nanoseconds to seconds, provide a consistent, atomic-level description of the mechanisms by which the structural orientation of PTFE contributes to its unique tribological properties.
II. METHODS

A. Molecular dynamics simulations
The MD simulations are carried out with a constant number of atoms, volume, and temperature ͑NVT ensemble͒ at 25°C ͑298 K͒. The short-ranged forces are calculated using the many-body, second-generation reactive empirical bond-order potential, 20 whereas long-ranged van der Waals forces are calculated using standard Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ FIG. 1. Schematic of the molecular dynamics simulations. ͑a͒ The repeating structure of polytetrafluoroethylene is helical with repeating CF 2 units. ͑b͒ The atomistic simulation is periodic on the x and z faces. The simulation cell is comprised of two cross-linked aligned films of PTFE. The hexagonal structure of the PTFE crystal is illustrated along with the dimensions of the simulation. ͑c͒ The simulation is comprised of opposing regions of rigid atoms, thermostatic atoms, and active atoms of layer thickness 4, 8, and 24 Å, respectively. After equilibration, the upper block of rigid atoms are moved in the z direction ͑parallel͒ or the x direction ͑perpendicular͒, where parallel and perpendicular refer to the sliding direction relative to the chain alignment. potentials 21 ; the time step is 0.2 fs. These potentials treat short-ranged interactions as purely covalent and long-range interactions are purely van der Waals. Thus, electrostatic interactions that might be expected to influence long-range interactions in fluorocarbon systems are neglected. Periodic boundary conditions 21 are used to remove edge effects in the sliding surfaces and to more closely mimic real systems. Each PTFE surface contains seven layers of chains for a total thickness of 4.0 nm and a sliding surface area of 4.5 nm ϫ 4.5 nm ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The bottom layer of the lower film is fixed, and the top layer of the upper surface moves as a rigid unit to compress and slide the top surface against the bottom surface. The forces on the top surface are then recorded and analyzed.
To maintain the temperature of each surface at 25°C and to mimic the thermal dissipation that occurs in experimental samples, Langevin frictional and stochastic forces 21 are applied to the two layers of chains closest to the fixed or rigid moving regions of both the upper and lower PTFE surfaces in the two directions normal to the direction of sliding ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The rest of the atoms in the system evolve in time with no constraints. Cross links are introduced into the computational samples at a density of 11/ nm 2 , which mimic the effect of the chain entanglement present in the experimental samples and allow each PTFE surface to move as a single unit in the simulations with a distinct interface between them.
Prior to sliding, both PTFE surfaces are separately equilibrated until the energy fluctuates in a narrow energy band around a constant value. The top surface is then compressed against the bottom surface until a pressure of ϳ250 MPa is achieved. Following compression the system is equilibrated once more with a 1 nm gap between the surfaces. To perform the actual tribological simulation, the two surfaces slide against each other by moving the top surface against the lower surface at a rate of 10 m/s, either parallel to the chains or perpendicular to the chains ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The influence of the rate of sliding on these PTFE surfaces has been investigated by us previously, 22 and this rate was found to be consistent with MD results of rates that were both half as large and twice as great; it is therefore acceptable for use here.
The simulations provide values of the lateral and normal forces at every time step. To compare the simulation results with experiment, the analysis of the simulation results has been designed to be as similar to that used experimentally as possible. In particular, the forces are averaged over 0.2 nm sliding distances, which is similar to the spatial resolution of microscopic tribological experiments. The average forces are then calculated from the resulting 197 points spanning ϳ40 nm of sliding. The uncertainty in the averaged lateral and normal forces is given by the standard deviations of their respective data sets. The friction coefficient is calculated from the ratio of the average lateral force to the average normal force. The standard deviation in the friction coefficient is determined by utilizing the law of propagation of uncertainty. 23 This approach is the same as that taken for the experimental analysis.
B. Atomic force microscopy
For the purposes of AFM characterization, PTFE transfer films were prepared on a polished steel counterface under a reciprocating motion of a PTFE block within a macroscopic tribometer. 18 Film transfer was accomplished under a constant, apparent-area contact pressure of 6.4 MPa, at a final temperature of 13°C, over the course of 13,000 cycles or 500 m of sliding. The maximum sliding velocity experienced in the contact region did not exceed 5 mm/s. The transfer film was imaged using an Asylum MFP-3D atomic force microscope, employing an alternating current imaging mode. The intermittent contact between the tip and sample in this mode significantly improved the spatial resolution and reduced material transfer to the tip from the PTFE samples. Similar features ͑film orientation͒ were observed in AFM images measured for continuous tip-sample contact, although with lesser resolution.
C. Microtribometry
Model transfer films of PTFE were deposited onto a thin steel foil with a sliding velocity of 254 m / s for 1000 reciprocation cycles at 25°C under 6.3 MPa of normal pressure. After creation, the foil-supported transfer films were cut into rectangular samples for testing. Custom designed sample mounts fixed opposing foils into a crossed-cylinder geometry. This geometry reduced misalignment sensitivity, minimized edge effects, and helped to reduce pressures to values more typical of those found in macroscale testing.
Normal and friction forces were continuously measured at the stationary foil, whereas a 600 m reciprocation displacement was imposed on the counterface. The uncertainty in the force measurements is less than 5 mN, which is substantially smaller than the experimental fluctuations in force. Tests with an average sliding speed of 100 m / s and a normal load of 500 mN were conducted over 250 sliding cycles. The contact area was estimated ex situ optically to be ϳ200 m in diameter; this translates into an average pressure of 15 MPa.
III. RESULTS
The simulations predict that the overall sliding behaviors in the parallel and perpendicular directions are quantitatively and qualitatively different from each other, and suggest atomic-level mechanisms responsible for these differences. The normal and lateral forces ͑relative to the sliding direction and computed on the rigid moving layer of atoms͒ and the computed friction coefficients are shown in Fig. 2 for 40 nm of sliding for two distinct orientations. The two simulations are initiated from the same initial structure under a compressive force of 5 nN. During sliding in both orientations, the chains undergo structural changes. In the case of the parallel configuration these structural changes relax the compressive stresses at the interface and the normal force decays from 5 nN to a median value of 2.3 nN. Interestingly, the frictional forces across the interface remain steady with a median value of 0.8 nN. By contrast, for perpendicular sliding there is an increase in normal force from 5 nN to a median value of 9 nN; the frictional forces have a median value of 5.7 nN. In contrast to the parallel configuration, the frictional forces appear to be closely coupled to the normal forces. Spatial frequency analysis of the force data gives a value of 4.5 nm for the periodic contact, consistent with the size of the simulation cell in the sliding direction. Figure 3 shows a series of images of the top 25 chains from the bottom PTFE surface ͑left͒. It is apparent from these images that the aligned structure of the PTFE is retained in the parallel sliding configuration over 40 nm of sliding ͑lower right͒. The histogram in Fig. 4͑a͒ shows the displacements of the uppermost row of carbon atoms, with respect to their original position, highlighted in Fig. 3 ; these reveal that the chains in the parallel configuration move by a maximum of ϳ2.5% ͑ϳ1 nm over 40 nm͒ of the sliding distance, indicative of almost complete interfacial slip. Spatial periodicity analyses of these histograms give strong periodic content at 0.21, 0.16, and 0.11 nm, which is close to the lattice spacing along the PTFE backbone ͑ϳ0.13 nm carbon-carbon bond length along the sliding direction͒. The peak widths do not appreciably change during the simulation, which is also consistent with interfacial slip. These results are all consistent with parallel sliding friction being dominated by van der Waals interactions, and it is not expected that the explicit inclusion of electrostatic interactions would substantially alter this behavior.
In sharp contrast, for the case of perpendicular sliding, the images in Fig. 3 show that after 2, 5, 10, and 40 nm of sliding the alignment of the chains becomes progressively less well defined. In particular the highlighted chains that were previously on the top surface become mixed into the bulk. This mixing and deformation is dilatant, resulting in an increased normal force. Additionally, in the top views of the carbon atoms along the backbones of the top chains labeled 1-5, chain scission is visible. Moreover, one of the broken chains aligns with the sliding direction. Figure 4͑b͒ also confirms that there is gross motion of the chains during sliding in the perpendicular configuration. As Fig. 4͑c͒ shows this rate of motion sharply decreases after about ϳ20 nm of sliding; this abrupt decrease occurs at the time that portions of the chains begin to realign in the sliding direction. This gross structural reorganization is characteristic of microscopic wear, which might be expected to be accelerated by the explicit inclusion of electrostatic interactions. We anticipate that further sliding would lead to further chain scissions, further chain alignments and further wear.
Thus, the simulation results indicate that the atomiclevel mechanisms associated with sliding parallel and perpendicular to the chains are qualitatively very different. Corroborative evidence for this scenario comes from our FIG. 2. The simulations are initially compressed to a load of 5 nN before sliding is initiated. Friction coefficients are computed by the corresponding normal force. ͑left͒ For parallel sliding, the average normal force decays with sliding distance due to the relaxation of compressive stresses, whereas the lateral forces remain low and steady. ͑right͒ For perpendicular sliding, an increase in average normal force is observed due to dilation of the system with sliding; lateral forces for this system are relatively higher and erratic.
tribometer and AFM experiments. Aligned films of PTFE were produced in the form of transfer films naturally arising from interactions encountered during tribological testing. Using a variety of macroscale tribometers, experiments with bulk PTFE sliding on stainless steel substrates yielded thin films of PTFE that were examined with AFM for degree of orientation. Figure 5͑a͒ shows a topographic image obtained through intermittent contact of a PTFE film generated by the procedures described earlier. At the highest spatial resolution obtained, a clear orientation of material at the PTFE surface is evident and aligned with the sliding direction. Images obtained at lesser spatial resolution ͑data not shown͒ provided similar evidence of alignment in the sliding direction, however through the presence of oriented features of greater widths ͑ϳ100 nm͒. Figure 5͑b͒ displays the relative cross sectional height of the features observed in Fig. 5͑a͒ . These molecular-scale measurements of order and orientation confirm the relevance of the simulations of oriented PTFE transfer films.
Further support for this mechanistic view comes from the results of macroscopic reciprocating experiments on selfmated, aligned PTFE films of ϳ50 nm thickness. The supporting steel foils were folded into semicylindrical domes and tested in a crossed-cylinder geometry with the aligned FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ A sequence of snapshots of the upper 25 PTFE chains from the lower stationary PTFE crystal ͑left͒. The five surface chains are highlighted with blue ͑carbon͒ and orange ͑fluorine͒ atoms. The structure and alignment of these chains appears to be intact for the parallel sliding configuration ͑bottom͒, whereas the perpendicular sliding configuration produces gross chain motions and mixing within the highlighted region. The snapshots are taken at approximately 2, 5, 10, and 40 nm of sliding. The top view of the carbon atoms for the five surface chains are shown at the same times for perpendicular sliding. Chain scission and realignment in the sliding direction is apparent in the 40 nm view.
FIG. 4.
A histogram of the displacements along the sliding direction for the carbon atoms in the surface PTFE chains highlighted in Fig. 3 . The carbon atoms in the parallel configuration move very little ͑ϳ2%͒ during the 40 nm of simulation; the distribution suggests that the chains are moving in a discrete fashion. In contrast the perpendicular configuration has substantial chain motion over the first 10 nm of sliding ͑moving over 3 nm on average during the first 10 nm of sliding͒. The sliding distances, means, and standard deviations of the parallel and perpendicular configuration are tabulated and plotted in the inset. films oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of reciprocation ͑equivalent to the corresponding sliding directions in the simulations͒. The friction and wear properties of the films themselves were measured using microtribometry; the results are shown in Fig. 6 . The striking agreement between the MD predictions and the experimental results is evident. In particular, the parallel configuration displays a low friction coefficient before wearing through, whereas the perpendicular configuration exhibits a high and rapidly varying friction coefficient within the first few cycles. In addition, the measurements reveal that the parallel configuration is more than an order of magnitude more wear resistant than the perpendicular configuration, consistent with the molecular dynamics finding of interfacial sliding in these configurations. The friction loops associated with reciprocal sliding provide further insight. The parallel sliding condition results in a relatively constant value of friction as a function of sliding distance, whereas perpendicular sliding results in a significant spread in the magnitude of friction as sliding progresses. Both the scatter and magnitude of friction for perpendicular sliding is attributed to molecular rearrangement within the cross-aligned transfer films leading to film damage. This picture is consistent with convergence of the parallel and perpendicular sliding friction data beyond 150 cycles for these thin film samples and with the detailed results of the MD simulations. These simulations and experiments of PTFE sliding provide a consistent and physically very reasonable mechanistic understanding of the tribology of PTFE.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The simulations described herein demonstrate unequivocally that molecular structural orientation at the sliding inter- 6 . Microtribometry friction results for the crossed-cylinder foils with oriented PTFE transfer films. The friction coefficients are displayed versus reciprocation cycle for ͑a͒ parallel and ͑b͒ perpendicular configurations. The evolution of friction coefficient along the reciprocation track is also plotted for both the parallel and perpendicular configurations. The perpendicular alignment of the films leads to rapid failure of the films and high friction forces during the first 10 reciprocating cycles, whereas over 150 cycles are needed to realize similar levels in the parallel configuration. The low coefficient of friction for parallel sliding is consistent with the behavior of bulk PTFE samples; the transition to higher coefficients of friction is consistent with the film thickness and a wear rate of 10 −5 mm 3 / N m.
face of PTFE strongly influences friction and wear. For sliding of oriented chains parallel to the chain backbone, low friction forces and low barriers to interfacial slip are found. For sliding of oriented chains perpendicular to the chain backbones, friction and high wear in the form of molecular reorientation and scission are encountered. In the corresponding experiments, slow speed testing of bulk PTFE produces oriented transfer films similar to those examined in the simulations, as evidenced by molecular-scale AFM images. Microtribological measurements on these aligned films demonstrate a strong anisotropy in friction and wear, consistent with the molecular dynamics simulations. Namely, the parallel sliding of oriented films produces low friction and wear, whereas perpendicular sliding leads to higher friction, consistent with molecular reorientation within the film.
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